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ARC 2012 (March 19-23, 2012)

• The 8th ARC conference
  – Venue: The Chinese University of Hong Kong
  – Themes: ARC for Better Living
  – ARC aims at bringing together researchers and regional industries of reconfigurable computing with an emphasis on practical applications of this promising technology
  – Workshops: 2-day (Xilinx), 1-day (Altera)
  – 2.5 days conference
  – One week after DATE 2012
Organizing Committee

• General Co-Chairs:
  » Oliver Choy, The Chinese University of Hong Kong, Hong Kong
  » Ray Cheung, City University of Hong Kong, Hong Kong

• Program Co-Chairs:
  » Peter Athanas, Virginia Tech, USA
  » Kentaro Sano, Tohoku University, Japan

• Local Co-chairs:
  » Hayden So, University of Hong Kong, Hong Kong
  » Evan Young, The Chinese University of Hong Kong, Hong Kong

• Publicity Co-chairs:
  » Suhaib Fahmy, NTU, Singapore
  » Bryan Hu, University of Alberta, Canada

• Finance Chair:
  » Chiwai Yu, City University of Hong Kong

• Publication Chair:
  » Yuet-Ming Lam, Macau University of Science and Technology

• Local Organizing Committee:
  » Albert C.S. Chung, Hong Kong University of Science and Technology
  » Bruce C.W. Sham, The Hong Kong Polytechnic University
  » Chee Wei Tan, City University of Hong Kong
  » Jiang Xu, Hong Kong University of Science and Technology
  » Cedric Yiu, The Hong Kong Polytechnic University
  » Chiwai Yu, City University of Hong Kong
The Peak

- the spectacular view of the surrounding city skyline, the world-famous Victoria Harbour and Kowloon, towering skyscrapers and peaceful green hillsides
Giant Buddha

- World’s tallest, outdoor, seated bronze Buddha (34m, 250 tonnes)
- The eyes, lips, incline of the head and even the right hand (raised to deliver a blessing to all), combine to lend great depth of character and dignity to this extraordinary statue. It was cast in China and took 12 years to complete.
Po Lin Monastery/ Ngong Ping

Ngong Ping 360 cable car
(a 5.7 km ropeway)
Hong Kong Museum of Art

- 15,000 art objects including calligraphy, antique Chinese treasures, paintings of historical significance and works by local artists.
Hong Kong Museum of History

• 400 million years of Hong Kong's history (Devonian period 泥盆紀, that’s before the Jurassic period 侏羅紀)
1881 Heritage

- The original site of 1881 Heritage was the headquarters of the Hong Kong Marine Police from the 1880's to 1996.
Chi Lin Nunnery / Nan Lian Garden

- Tang dynasty architecture (A.D. 618–907)
Happy Valley Racecourse

• This magnificent course has been the home of Hong Kong horse racing since the first meeting was held on a strip of reclaimed marshland in 1846.
Temple Street Night Market

- variety of clothing, pens, watches, CDs, cassettes, electronic gadgets, hardware and luggage
Shopping - Stanley Market

- Souvenirs - Chinese artwork, silk collectibles and curios, as well as larger-sized clothing
Lan Kwai Fong & SoHo

- a buzzing center of clubs, bars, and restaurants
Ocean Park
Hong Kong Sea-food

- You can enjoy the very high-quality seafood meal in HK.
Hong Kong Disneyland

- The park has four themed lands: Main Street, U.S.A., Fantasyland, Adventureland, and Tomorrowland. The theme park's cast members speak in Cantonese, English, and Mandarin.
Welcome to Hong Kong!

• We look forward to seeing you in HK!

• http://arc2012.hk/